**GLOSSARY OF TERMS**

**Conocimiento**: (Mutual Understanding) Creating connection; Sharing conversation to know each other; taking time to meaningfully get to know each other.

**Confianza**: (Trust) Foundation of mutual confidence, facilitated through Conocimiento.

**Poder**: (Power) The ability to take action to produce desired results or to accomplish what is important.

**Porvida**: Love for life and for justice; loving life and humanity so profoundly that we seek to make our everyday actions advance love and respect in the world.

**Razalogia**: Knowledge of and for the people; involves participants dialoguing to clarify or develop relevant knowledge for community betterment.

**Unidad**: (Unity) Forming a bond through Confianza; calling upon activists or organizers to involve groups of people in developing relationships of connection and trust that can lead to increase power.
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